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Abstract Transmission electron microscopy is a power-
ful technique for studying the three-dimensional (3D) struc-
ture of a wide range of biological specimens. Knowledge of
this structure is crucial for fully understanding complex
relationships among macromolecular complexes and organ-
elles in living cells. In this paper, we present the principles
and main application domains of 3D transmission electron
microscopy in structural biology. Moreover, we survey

current developments needed in this Weld, and discuss the
close relationship of 3D transmission electron microscopy with
other experimental techniques aimed at obtaining structural
and dynamical information from the scale of whole living
cells to atomic structure of macromolecular complexes.

Introduction

Transmission electron microscopy is a powerful method to
study the ultra-structure of cell components. This technique
went through major improvements since the Wrst commer-
cial transmission electron microscope in 1939. These
changes concern three main points:

• Resolution improved dramatically with the development
of more powerful microscopes based on the voltage
increment and on more coherent emission sources.

• New sample preparation techniques changed the setup
of more preservative procedures for the observation of
biological samples in conditions closer to live cells and
protein complexes.

• Development of computing techniques allowed the com-
putation and analysis of massive data and access to three-
dimensional (3D) information.

The access to 3D information constitutes the latest revolu-
tion in transmission electron microscopy and is changing
the vision of cells by the development of a new concept
named “integrative imaging” (Gue et al. 2005). This term
refers to the possibility of combining protein structures
at atomic resolution (from Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) and X-ray crystallography) with 3D reconstructions
of macromolecular complexes at nanometric resolution
(from 3D cryo-electron microscopy), and the possibility
of integrating these structures within massive volumes
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of cellular organelles (from tomographic 3D transmission
electron microscopy), or even within living or frozen-
hydrated whole cells observed using Xuorescence or confo-
cal optical microscopy. Hence, integrative imaging is the
forefront approach for studying complex and dynamic
structure–function relationships of nanomachines within
cells.

Depending on the nature of each sample, diVerent strate-
gies must be chosen (Fig. 1). Thus, if the sample contains a
single object, electron tomography should be chosen. This
is the case for most cellular organelles (mitochondria,
Golgi, etc.). Electron tomography allows 3D reconstruction
of a single object after acquisition of tilt series, correspond-
ing to a set of 2D projections of this single object, with the
sample gradually rotated along an axis deWned as the tilt
axis. Conversely, when the sample is composed of multiple
copies of the same object, such as proteins and macromo-
lecular complexes, the strategy of data collection and 3D
reconstruction is diVerent and aims at the computation of a
3D average map. Here again, diVerent approaches can be
taken, depending on internal symmetries of the particles
and on the regular organization of the particles (low point-
group symmetries, 2D crystals, icosahedral, or helical).
Hence, 3D reconstruction of samples presenting helical or
icosahedral symmetry can be theoretically performed from
a single electron microscope image, after averaging in 3D
all correctly oriented 2D projections of the objects, and by
imposing correct point-group symmetries. When these par-
ticles lack any particular symmetry (as is the case of the
ribosome), or show only low point-group symmetries
(GroEL), an approach named “single particle analysis” can
be applied, either using tilted pairs of images (45° and 0°
tilt for random conical tilt, Radermacher 1988, and +45°
and ¡45° for orthogonal reconstruction technique, Leschz-
iner and Nogales 2006) or using 0°-tilt images and relying
on sinograms (van Heel 1987). In the case of 2D crystals,
numerous copies of the sample are regularly assembled on
large lattices. In this case, even though a 3D average map is
computed from many copies of the object, all particles are
forced to be in a single orientation within the lattice plane.

Therefore, the 3D reconstruction of 2D crystals requires
tilting of the grid in the microscope to record tilt series for a
3D reconstruction based on tomographic principles.

Transmission electron microscopy principles

The principle of transmission electron microscope is simi-
lar to that of a light microscope except that the illumination
beam is formed by electrons instead of photons. Electrons
are generated at the cathode (tungsten Wlament, LaB6 crys-
tal, or Weld emission gun) and accelerated by a cascade of
voltage diVerences (ranging from 80 kV to 1 MV depend-
ing on the microscope) with a nearby anode. The electron
beam travels inside the microscope under high vacuum to
avoid scattering due to a possible interaction of electrons
with gas molecules. Several coils act as electromagnetic
lenses and focus the beam on the sample. Assuming that the
specimen is thin enough (weak-phase-objects, Frank 2006),
the acquired images can be modeled as projection images
of the specimen. Tilt of the specimen-holder produces
diVerent views that can be subsequently used for tomo-
graphic 3D reconstruction. The use of accelerated electrons
implies very short wavelengths of the electron beam. If
microscopes were totally devoid of defects, their resolution
would only be limited by the wavelength of the beam;
therefore, even at 80kV, the theoretical resolution limit that
could be reached by an electron microscope should be close
to 1/0.15 Å¡1 (Nellist et al. 2004). However, this high reso-
lution is never achieved (for measures of resolution of
reconstructed volumes, see (Frank 2002; Frank et al. 1981;
Harauz and van Heel 1986; Penczek 2002; Radermacher
1988; Rosenthal and Henderson 2003; Saxton and Baumei-
ster 1982; Sousa and GrigorieV 2007; Unser et al. 1987,
2005; van Heel 1982; van Heel and Schatz 2005), espe-
cially with biological samples that impose additional limit-
ing factors: radiation damage, sample heterogeneity,
microscope aberrations, additive noise and missing orienta-
tions.

• Radiation damage. Biological material is very sensitive
to the radiation damage caused by the electron beam.
EVects of the beam on the sample include heating, chem-
ical degradation, bubbling and mass loss (Egerton et al.
2004; Glaeser 1971, 1999). The damage is particularly
harmful for samples that are imaged more than once (for
instance, when the same sample is tilted several times to
acquire diVerent projection views). Very low radiation
dose must be used in this case to avoid specimen damage
and preserve the structural integrity of biological material.
Moreover, keeping samples at low temperature prevents
diVusion of high-reactive free radicals generated by the
electron beam and contribute to sample preservation.

Fig. 1 Strategies for integrative 3D recontruction of biological
samples
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In general, acceptable cumulated radiation dose is below
30–50 electrons Å¡2. For a low-dose electron micros-
copy, one usually uses doses that are kept below
10 electrons Å¡2. The lower the dose, the more noisy and
less contrasted are the images. This limitation can be
compensated by taking into account more projections
and by averaging. For instance, Unwin and Henderson
reconstructed a map of bacteriorhodopsin at a resolution
of 1/7Å¡1 using a crystal of 10,000 unit cells and a dose
of 0.5 electrons Å¡2 (Unwin and Henderson 1975). Since
a crystal has multiple copies of similar structures regu-
larly ordered in space, one can average all projections
and produce a much cleaner projection whose structural
information has been preserved up to high resolution.

• Structural heterogeneity. Since particles being imaged
may be Xexible, they can adopt diVerent conformations
to perform molecular functions. Hence, micrographs
may contain biochemically identical particles with small
structural diVerences (Brink et al. 2004; Gao et al. 2004;
White et al. 2004). However, reconstruction algorithms
assume that image sets correspond to homogeneous pop-
ulations. Several methods have been developed to tackle
structural heterogeneity: Normal mode analysis (Tama
et al. 2004a, b), Multivariate statistical analysis (Frank
2006; van Heel 1984; van Heel and Frank 1981), Analy-
sis of the 3D variance (Penczek et al. 2006a, b) and Max-
imum likelihood (Scheres et al. 2005b, 2007; Sigworth
1998). These methods study specimen variability either
by separating projections in homogeneous populations,
or explicitly considering and estimating the variability
present in projections, or even by identifying those
regions in space that are more likely to vary from one
image to another. For an extensive review on the topic,
see Leschziner and Nogales (2007).

• Microscope aberrations. Electron microscopes slightly
distort images of the observed object. One should con-
sider spherical and chromatic aberrations, instabilities of
magnetic lenses and instabilities of electron acceleration,
etc. (Frank 2006). Image formation with all aberrations is
modeled by the Contrast Transfer Function (CTF). The

CTF is expressed in reciprocal space and its equivalent in
real space is termed Point Spread Function as it clearly
describes how the image of a single point can be spread
into a diVused spot, when imaged through the micro-
scope (Fig. 2a, b). In reciprocal space, the CTF shows
how contrast oscillates between positive and negative
values along all spatial frequencies. This oscillating
behavior is directly visible when observing the power
spectrum of a typical digitized electron micrograph, with
a series of concentric characteristic annular shapes also
termed Thon rings after the name of the physicist who
Wrst described them (Thon 1971). The reader interested
in the transmission electron microscopy image formation
model may read Philippsen et al. (2007a); Zhou et al.
(1996).

• Additive noise. Biological samples cannot be directly
imaged in the microscope due to the high-vacuum envi-
ronment. They need to be either embedded in some more
resistant material as vitreous ice, plastic resins or in some
heavy atom (negative stain). Besides, samples are often
stabilized on a thin carbon or silicon nitride Wlms that
provide extra mechanical resistance. The amorphous
structure of the Wlm, and/or vitreous ice, plastic or stain-
ing produce a random structure superimposed on the pro-
jection image of the object being studied. This random
structure is considered to be additive Gaussian noise
(Sorzano et al. 2004b) and the overall Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) can be as low as 1/3 (Fig. 2c).

• Missing orientations. See Data collection geometry
Section.

Sample preparation

Depending on the nature of samples, diVerent techniques
have been proposed for specimen preparation. Proteins or
macromolecular complexes can be prepared from solutions
using negative staining (Moritz et al. 2000), fast-freezing
(Lepault and Dubochet 1986) or cryo-negative staining
(Adrian et al. 1998). For cells, sectioning after chemical

Fig. 2 From top to bottom: a ideal projection of the bacteriorhodopsin
structure at 1/3.5 Å¡1 resolution. b Same projection aVected by the
CTF (assuming an accelerating voltage of 200 kV, 15,000 Å of under-

focus, and a spherical aberration of 0.5 mm). c Same projection aVect-
ed by CTF and noise (SNR = 1/3)
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Wxation and embedding in plastic resins is required. How-
ever, such preparation technique can damage the ultra-
structure of biological samples (van Marle et al. 1995).
Thus, new methods such as high-pressure freezing (Dubo-
chet 1995) and cryo-Wxation (Hsieh et al. 2002) provide
better ultra-structural preservation of biological samples.

Negative staining is based on a highly scattering eVect of
heavy metal atoms on electrons which combined with small
objective aperture can generate a high contrast. Hence, neg-
ative staining eVect is obtained when a biological macro-
molecular complex is adsorbed on a carbon Wlm of a
sample grid in the presence of uranyl acetate, ammonium
molybdate or phospho-tungstic acid, and let to dry out
before being introduced in the microscope. With such prep-
aration technique, an even layer of heavy atom salt covers
the grid, except where biological complexes are adsorbed.
This method is fast and produces images of biological mac-
romolecules with a high contrast, depending on local stain
thickness and stain exclusion by macromolecular com-
plexes. However, samples are dehydrated and Xattened,
reducing the Wnal quality and resolution of reconstructed
volumes. Cryo-electron microscopy of frozen-hydrated
specimens preserves natural hydratation of biological sam-
ples and provides some mechanical and chemical stability
under the electron beam. To get vitreous ice, thin layers of
sample solutions (»100 nm) are rapidly frozen in liquid
ethane (Dubochet et al. 1982). However, images of frozen-
hydrated samples have a low contrast and reveal high spec-
imen sensitivity to radiation. An intermediary approach
reducing drawbacks of freezing in liquid ethane, is cryo-
negative staining (Adrian et al. 1998). This technique com-
bines negative staining with freezing in liquid ethane under
hydrated conditions, resulting in an increased contrast,
while preserving samples hydrated and slightly more pro-
tected against radiation damage (De Carlo et al. 2002). This
method is potentially interesting for small macromolecular
complexes hard to see in vitreous ice (less than 500 kDa).
However, one must remember that because of the presence
of stain, samples are not in physiological conditions, and
interpretation of high-resolution contrast is still a subject of
discussion.

For cellular samples, classic preparation methods require
chemical Wxation and embedding in plastic resins. How-
ever, as in the case of negative staining, this implies sample
dehydratation generating artefacts. These artefacts can be
reduced using physical Wxation under high-pressure condi-
tions (Hsieh et al. 2002; Matias et al. 2003) followed by
plastic resin embedding or direct sectioning (Dubochet and
Sartori Blanc 2001). The latter approach allows getting
vitriWed sections that can be observed in the microscope at
liquid nitrogen temperature without any staining agent.
This technique named CEMOVIS (Cryo-Electron Micros-
copy Of VItriWed Sections) preserves the biological samples

in near-native conditions (Al-Amoudi et al. 2004).
However, the necessity of highly trained people on speciWc
cryo-ultramicrotoms may be a limitation for a fast spread-
ing of this method (Al-Amoudi et al. 2003).

Data acquisition

To select the appropriate technique for data acquisition, one
should consider the nature of the specimen (Nature of the
specimen Section), data collection geometry (Data collec-
tion geometry Section) and possibilities for automated data
collection (Automated data collection Section).

Nature of the specimen

Depending on the nature of the specimen, a 3D structure
reconstruction can be performed using one of the three fol-
lowing strategies:

• Single object reconstruction. In this case, a single object
is imaged in vitreous ice. This is a relatively new tech-
nique called Electron Tomography. The main advantage
is that all projections (between 60 and 150) come from
the same object, and therefore, they reXect the structure
of a unique biological architecture. The drawback is that
the object being imaged is severely damaged by the elec-
tron beam. The electron dose is kept as low as possible
(the lower it is, the noisier the image is) to prevent struc-
tural alterations during the data acquisition.

• Reconstruction of aperiodic objects. A possible solution
to the radiation dose problem of the previous strategy
is imaging many copies of structurally identical objects.
In this approach, each object is imaged only once, and
electron dose during exposure can be raised to
10 electrons Å¡2 to get more contrasted images. The
aperiodic nature of such samples comes from the random
location and orientation of particles within the electron
microscope Weld. An advantage of this technique is that
we may have projection views from almost all directions
if the orientation is suYciently random. A disadvantage
is that one has to estimate the direction of projection for
each image because each particle orientation is random
and unknown. The number of extracted particle images
may vary from 1,000 to 100,000. This technique is com-
monly called single particle analysis.

• Reconstruction of periodic objects. In this approach,
multiple copies of the object under study are forced into
a speciWc periodic spatial disposition. Thus, most uncer-
tainties associated with particles random orientations can
be avoided. Three most frequently observed arrangements
of this sort are 2D crystals (diVerent copies of the object
are distributed over a 2D-plane), tubular assemblies with
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helical symmetry (diVerent copies of the object are
distributed over a cylinder), and a special case of single
particle with icosahedral symmetry (naturally encoun-
tered in icosahedral viruses). The drawback of this latter
approach is that it is not always possible to force this reg-
ular arrangement.

Data collection geometry

Ideally, we should acquire image projections of an object
from all directions to determine its 3D structure (Kak and
Slaney 1988). In practice, we have to relax this strong con-
straint of an inWnite number of projections. The use of a
Wnite set of projections and the high noise level make it
diYcult to recover the genuine 3D architecture of the sam-
ple. Therefore, one can only compute an approximate 3D
structure, containing some artefacts and noise. If the object
is unique by nature (as is the case in Electron Tomogra-
phy), diVerent views are acquired by tilting the specimen
grid in the microscope around a Wxed axis (this way of col-
lecting data is called single-axis tilt geometry, Radermacher
1988). The more the specimen is tilted, the thicker it is.
Hence, a practical tilting limit is reached around 70°.
Above this value nearly all electrons are scattered and no
projection image is produced.

The central-slice theorem relates the 2D Fourier trans-
form of each projection image to the 3D Fourier transform
of the object (Kak and Slaney 1988). This theorem states
that “the Fourier transform of a 2D projection of any 3D
object is equal to a central slice cutting through the origin
of the 3D Fourier transform of this object, the slice being
perpendicularly oriented with respect to the projection
direction”. Therefore, as the maximum tilt of the specimen
is limited, a region of Fourier space will always remain
empty, inducing anisotropy in the 3D reconstruction vol-
ume. Such problem is called the missing wedge artefact.
There are collection geometries that aim at reducing this
missing wedge by using two (Mastronarde 1997) or multi-
ple tilt axes (Messaoudi et al. 2006b).

In the case of multiple copies of diVerently oriented
objects (as single particles, tubular assemblies with helical
symmetry or icosahedral viruses), angular sampling is
nearly unlimited since most projection directions can be
generated without tilting the specimen grid.

Automated data collection

Electron microscopy of biological materials has recently
experienced (and is still experiencing) a huge transforma-
tion involving the several steps of image acquisition. Auto-
mation of electron microscopes started in the early 1990s
(Dierksen et al. 1992; Koster et al. 1992). Nowadays, robots
that automatically load samples in the microscope have

been developed (Potter et al. 2004). Microscopes can be
automatically driven to Wnd sample grids, select areas with
proper vitreous ice thickness, autofocus and record images
(Lei and Frank 2005; Suloway et al. 2005; Zhang et al.
2001). Specimen tilt can also be automatically monitored
(Mastronarde 1997; Zheng et al. 2004; Ziese et al. 2003). In
the same line, one can detect cryo-electron microscope
images presenting defects (charging, drift, astigmatism) or
simply a lack of detectable signal at high resolution (unde-
tectable Thon rings even when using enhanced power spec-
trum algorithm) (Jonic et al. 2007). In single particle
analysis, automatic procedures can select and extract parti-
cles from micrographs (for reviews on these algorithms see
Nicholson and Glaeser 2001; Zhu et al. 2004). In tomo-
graphic data analysis, speciWc algorithms automatically
align projection images and reconstruct 3D objects (Brandt
et al. 2001a, b; Messaoudi et al. 2007). The combination of
all these automatic procedures aim at computing a 3D map
at sub-nanometer resolution within 24 h after inserting the
specimen grid in the microscope (Zhu et al. 2001).

3D reconstruction

The reconstruction of an object from its 2D projections
acquired in the electron microscope is usually performed in
two steps: image alignment and tomographic reconstruc-
tion. Image alignment is speciWc to the nature of the data at
hand and will be explained for each acquisition strategy
(Single object reconstruction, Reconstruction from multiple
copies of aperiodic objects, Reconstruction of periodic
or highly symmetric objects Sections). Tomographic algo-
rithms are described in Tomographic algorithms Section.
All reconstruction algorithms make a number of assump-
tions that are reviewed in Reconstruction conditions Section.

Reconstruction conditions

Images collected for 3D reconstruction must meet three
conditions. Failure to meet these conditions results in low
resolution volumes and/or volumes with artefacts:

• Homogeneity. Images must be 2D projections of the
same object. This is an obvious statement that is not
always easy to meet. As mentioned in Transmission elec-
tron microscopy principles Section, proteins may be Xex-
ible and, therefore, 2D projections of puriWed protein
samples may contain complexes with slightly diVerent
conformations. Another obvious example is electron
tomography (see below), where gradual sample degrada-
tion may occur during collection of tilt series.

• Same numerical framework. Images are assumed to be
projections of a single volume. Therefore, they must be
123
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“numerically compatible”. Hence, collected 2D projec-
tions must be normalized to compensate for diVerent
exposure times, diVerent digitizers, or in the presence of
local background gradients (Sorzano et al. 2004b).

• Same geometrical framework. The projection direction
corresponding to each image must be estimated as well as
the relative in-plane shifts and rotations with respect to a
centred volume. This process is usually known as image
alignment and is speciWc to the nature of the object (see
below). Single particle images are aligned using diVerent
algorithms than electron tomograms or crystal projections.
These diVerent alignment strategies will be explained in the
following (Single object reconstruction, Reconstruction
from multiple copies of aperiodic objects, and Reconstruc-
tion of periodic or highly symmetric objects Sections).

Tomographic algorithms

3D reconstruction can be accomplished in real space or in
reciprocal space. Several families of reconstruction algo-
rithms can be distinguished according to the reconstruction
principle:

• Fourier direct methods. Fourier reconstruction algo-
rithms make use of the central-slice theorem to assemble
Fourier transforms of 2D projections within an estimated
3D Fourier transform of the object. After inverse Fourier
transformation, a 3D model of the object is obtained in
real space (Kak and Slaney 1988). The computation of
the 3D Fourier transform on a regular grid is a diYcult
interpolation problem.

• Backprojection methods. Backprojection methods bring
into play the central-slice theorem by rewriting the
inverse Fourier transform in polar coordinates and rear-
ranging integration limits (Kak and Slaney 1988). The
weighted backprojection method (Radermacher 1992)
comprises two steps: (1) multiplying Fourier transform
of each 2D projection by a speciWc weighting function
(the Wltering part), and (2) summing the inverse Fourier
transforms of weighted images (the backprojection part).
These methods are usually more accurate than Fourier
reconstruction methods since they perform interpolation
in real space. Simple linear interpolation is usually satis-
factory in the case of a backprojection algorithm while
more complicated interpolation schemes are required for
Fourier methods. Weighted backprojection methods have
been speciWcally developed for conical-tilt geometry
(Radermacher 1988, 1992). For single-axis tilt geometry,
the weighted backprojection algorithm is equivalent to
the standard Wltered backprojection proportional to the
frequency magnitude (Kak and Slaney 1988).

• Series expansion methods. Series expansion methods
express the reconstruction volume in real space as a

linear combination of basis functions distributed on a
regular spatial grid (Herman 1980). Expressing volumes
in this way allows building a linear equation system
whose unknowns are the basis weights and where there
are as many equations as pixels available in the whole
projection set. The two most popular series expansion
methods in transmission electron microscopy are ART
(Algebraic Reconstruction Technique) (Herman et al.
1973; Marabini et al. 1998) and SIRT (Simultaneous
Iterative Reconstruction Technique) (Gilbert 1972; Pen-
czek et al. 1992). Series expansion methods have been
shown to be less aVected by a low number of projections
(Marabini et al. 1997, 2004) and by the presence of a
missing region in Fourier space (Sorzano et al. 2001).

The reader interested may go through the following reviews
on tomographic methods (Defrise 2001; Herman 1998).

Single object reconstruction

The reconstruction algorithms used in electron tomography
make the assumption that projection images share a com-
mon line corresponding to the tilt axis. Therefore, the deter-
mination of this tilt axis becomes critical to obtain a correct
reconstruction. In an ideal case there are no displacement of
the object during images acquisition. Therefore, all points
of the object move following parallel trajectories perpen-
dicular to the tilt axis. The tilt axis can then be easily deter-
mined as a line that appears in the power spectrum of the
sum of diVerent projection images and its direction can be
determined as the angle between this line and the vertical
axis of the power spectrum. Before measuring the tilt axis,
one may have to perform a translational alignment of pro-
jection images due to drifts occurring during acquisition.
These drifts have a mechanical origin but may be coupled
with charging eVect or thermal drifts in case of samples
observed at liquid nitrogen temperature.

• A simple approach to minimize the drift eVect during
acquisition of diVerent images belonging to a tilt series
is based on cross-correlation. In this method, shifts
between two consecutive images recorded at diVerent
angles are calculated, and the sample projection is cen-
tred before taking a new image. This procedure requires
two acquisitions per angle, which increases the total
electron dose received by the sample, and is mainly
responsible for radiation damage in case of cryo-prepa-
rations.

• A second approach consists in estimating the drift of
consecutive images on a nearby area close to the zone of
interest. As in the previous approach, the estimated drift
is then corrected before recording the image at the cur-
rent angle, but this method preserves the sample from
severe radiation damage (Messaoudi et al. 2003).
123
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• A third approach consists in computing a model of the
drift as a function of tilt for a given set of experimental
conditions. Stored corrections of shift values are applied
during data acquisition (Ziese et al. 2003).

Nevertheless, image alignment should be always checked
before 3D reconstruction. Variations of at least §5° in the tilt
axis are commonly found when images are aligned after
acquisition. The post-acquisition alignment can be performed
by cross-correlation methods or by the use of recognizable
features, such as gold particles, present in the sample. All
public tomographic software (Kremer et al. 1996; Messaoudi
et al. 2006a, 2007; Nickell et al. 2005) include methods to
align images and determine the tilt axis geometry. Once the
tilt series is aligned and the tilt parameters are determined,
3D reconstruction can be carried out, using any method
described in Tomographic algorithms Section.

A major problem in electron tomography is the missing
wedge phenomenon, corresponding to the lack of informa-
tion imposed by the impossibility to record projections at
high tilt angles (Hoppe and Hegerl 1980). The missing
wedge can be minimized using specially designed high-tilt
holders or using special acquisition geometries. The sim-
plest of these geometries is the dual-axis approximation. In
this approach, two perpendicular tilt-series of a single object
are recorded and their corresponding 3D reconstructions
combined (Mastronarde 1997; Penczek et al. 1995). An
extension of this approach is the multiple-axis tomography.
In this case, several tilt series are recorded after rotating the
specimen in a set of in-plane selected angles (Messaoudi
et al. 2006b). A third possible geometry is the conical
tomography approach. In this case the tilt series are recorded
by rotating the grid after tilting (Lanzavecchia et al. 2005;
Zampighi et al. 2005). For general reviews of electron
tomography the reader can check (Baumeister and Steven
2000; Koster and Klumperman 2003; Sali et al. 2003).

Example of reconstruction of basal bodies: Basal bod-
ies are single organelles located at the base of cilia. These
cilia are composed of an axoneme, which joins a basal body
by a transition zone located at the membrane region in which
the two central microtubules of the axoneme disappear, as
has been demonstrated by recent tomographic studies per-
formed on high-voltage electron microscopes (O’Toole et al.
2003). As single objects they cannot be analysed by single
particle analysis and their size (250 nm in diameter and
450 nm in length cylinders) does not make possible their
crystallization or analysis by RMN techniques. In addition,
they present a structural complexity and dynamics that
requires their study in situ inside cells. Therefore, electron
tomography is the best method for their structural study.

Paramecia is a model organism for tomographic studies
of basal bodies. Paramecium tetraurelia have a cortex cov-
ered with more than 4,000 motile cilia associated with their

corresponding basal bodies. These basal bodies are regu-
larly organized into parallel rows whose duplication is
coordinated during cell cycle. Although the global structure
of paramecia basal bodies has been the object of precise
analysis by transmission electron microscopy (Dute and
Kung 1978), their internal organization remains elusive.
The most detailed internal structural information concerns
the proximal end, called cartwheel. The cartwheel consists
of a central hub and nine spokes which radiate to peripheral
microtubules constituting the cylindrical structure. A tomo-
graphic study of Paramecium tetraurelia basal bodies, per-
formed in multiple axis tomography provided new insights
in this internal structure as well as in the organization of
branching points of kinetodesmal Wbres (Messaoudi et al.
2006b). These Wbres are basal body appendages presum-
ably involved in basal body anchoring and cohesion of the
whole ciliature. They appear as three branching points
located at deWned microtubule triplets at the proximal end
of basal bodies. Two of them are located at the same micro-
tubule triplet but at diVerent heights and the third one is
placed at a contiguous microtubule triplet of the cylindrical
structure of the basal body (Fig. 3). Regarding internal
space of basal bodies, it presents the characteristic organi-
zation initially described by Dippell (1968, 1976) with
several cartwheels in the proximal that may be identiWed
by their central hub (Fig. 3), as well as a Wne Wlamentous
system associated with dense granules, which cover the
distal 2/3 of the lumen, up to the terminal plate (Fig. 3), and
which has been interpreted successively as nucleic acid
(Dippell 1976) or glycogen (Mignot et al. 1993).

For this example, tilt series from 300 nm epon sections
of chemically Wxed paramecia have been acquired in a
Philips CM120 electron microscope, at a nominal magniW-
cation of 8,000£, and using an acceleration voltage of
120 kV. Six tilt series were recorded using a plug-in devel-
oped at our laboratory for automatic acquisition. This plug-in
runs with Gatan Digital Micrograph (v3.1) software con-
trolling a CCD Gatan camera (1 k, 24 �m). Each tomo-
graphic series (§45° with an angle increment of 1°) was
acquired by rotating the grid in the horizontal plane at nom-
inal angles of 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 90°, 120°. Images belong-
ing to each tilt series were aligned and then divided into
zones of size 512 £ 512 pixels. The zones coming from
a tilt series were subsequently aligned before computing
six independent 3D reconstructions using weighted back-
projection (see Tomographic algorithms Section). At the
end, the volumes were combined using TomoJ software
(Messaoudi et al. 2006a, 2007).

Reconstruction from multiple copies of aperiodic objects

The reconstruction from multiple copies of aperiodic
objects is also known as single particle analysis. This
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approach assumes that the macromolecular complexes are
trapped in all possible orientations, but in a single confor-
mation. An advantage of this method is that a good angular
coverage produces perfectly isotropic 3D reconstruction
volumes. However, the angular coverage is sometimes
reduced due to a preferential interaction of the molecule
with the carbon Wlm (Boisset et al. 1998). One disadvantage
is that the projection direction must be estimated from the
image itself. This step will be extensively discussed later.
Using single particle analysis, 3D models with resolutions
ranging between 1/15 and 1/6 Å¡1 are routinely obtained
for diVerent specimens (e.g. icosahedral-symmetry viruses,
D6 point group-symmetry haemoglobin, asymmetric
Escherichia coli ribosome, etc.) (Falke et al. 2005; Fotin
et al. 2006; Ludtke et al. 2004; Martin et al. 2007; Saban
et al. 2006). The following reviews thoroughly analyse this
topic Frank (2002, 2006), Schmid (2001), Subramaniam
and Milne (2004), Tao and Zhang (2000), van Heel et al.
(2000).

Usually a two-step procedure is used to compute a 3D
particle model from windowed single-particle images:

1. Image alignment. The position (the in-plane coordi-
nates of the centre of the particle) and the orientation
(one in-plane angle and two out-of-plane angles) are
determined for each particle (Gelfand and Goncharov

1990; Goncharov 1990; GrigorieV 2007; Jonic et al.
2005; Penczek et al. 1994, 1996; Radermacher 1994;
Radermacher et al. 1987; Sorzano et al. 2004c; van
Heel 1987).

2. 3D reconstruction. A reconstruction algorithm com-
putes a 3D model using centred particle images (shifted
according to estimated translations) and calculated
orientations. Algorithms from any of the families
mentioned in Tomographic algorithms Section have
been used in diVerent single-particles approaches.

This workXow is iteratively executed until the model con-
verges and angular assignment and resolution remain stable
from one iteration to the next. Sometimes, the two steps are
performed simultaneously (Provencher and Vogel 1988;
Vogel and Provencher 1988; Yang et al. 2005), but the
drawback of this approach is the large number of parame-
ters to be estimated simultaneously, which conveys a
higher risk of getting trapped into local optima of the objec-
tive function. There are two groups of techniques for deter-
mining the orientation and position of single particles:

1. Reference free algorithms. This family of algorithms
does not require any reference 3D model. The method
of moments (Gelfand and Goncharov 1990; Goncharov
1990), the method of random conical tilt series
(Radermacher et al. 1987), and the common-line technique

Fig. 3 Central sections of 
tomographic reconstruction 
from Paramecia basal bodies. 
Planes has been extracted from a 
310 £ 310 £ 200 voxels recon-
struction each 5 from plane 60. 
In the central plane, cartwheels 
are boxed in green and internal 
dense material is boxed in blue. 
Kinetodesmal Wbres are pointed 
by arrows. Scale bar 250 nm
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(known also as angular reconstitution, or geometrical
method) (Goncharov 1990; Penczek et al. 1994, 1996;
van Heel 1987) belong to this group. The method of
moments uses a known relationship between area
moments of the 3D object and moments of its 2D pro-
jections. According to the method of random conical
tilt series, pairs of images are recorded. Each pair
consists of images recorded with tilted and untilted
specimen. Extracted untilted-specimen images are
subjected to multivariate statistical analysis and clas-
siWcation, while extracted tilted-specimen images
(corresponding to the Wrst exposure of the specimen
to the beam) are used for reconstruction of a Wrst 3D
model. The common-line method requires the classiW-
cation of projection images and computation of class
averages to reduce noise. Geometrical relationships
between class averages, in terms of two out-of-plane
angles, are computed from the angles between 1D line
projections that any two 2D projections of a 3D object
have in common. The common-line projection for
two 2D projections is found by comparing their sino-
grams line-by-line, and by identifying the maximum
of the cross-sinogram correlation. At least, three
diVerent projections are required to orient images of
an entirely asymmetric particle. This method has an
equivalent in the Fourier space domain (Goncharov
1990).

2. Algorithms needing a reference model. This group
of algorithms reWnes particle orientation and position
with respect to a reference volume using an iterative
algorithm (GrigorieV 1998, 2007; Jonic et al. 2005;
Penczek et al. 1994; Radermacher et al. 1994; Sorzano
et al. 2004c). The operation of positioning an image
plane with respect to a volume is known as image-
to-volume alignment or 2D-to-3D registration. There
are two types of reference-based techniques:

(a) Discrete assignment. These methods determine the
particle centre and orientation by a set of quantized
parameters (Penczek et al. 1994; Radermacher et al.
1994; Sorzano et al. 2004c). These parameters are
computed based on the cross-correlation between
experimental images and a Wnite set of 2D projec-
tions of the reference volume, using their Fourier
transforms (Penczek et al. 1994), wavelet transforms
(Sorzano et al. 2004c) or Radon transforms (Raderm-
acher et al. 1994). Their main drawback is that regis-
tration quality depends on the angular step used to
compute projections of the reference volume (quanti-
zation step). The quantization step is reduced gradu-
ally during iterative reWnement of the alignment
parameters. The smaller the step, the more accurate,
but slower is the parameter determination.

(b) Continuous assignment. When close to the solution,
one may avoid the dependence on a discrete library
of projections, using continuous-parameter methods
such as FREALIGN (GrigorieV 1998, 2007) or
B-spline interpolation (Jonic et al. 2005). These
methods are based on the central-slice theorem, and
reWne a set of initial values of particle centre and ori-
entation in a space of continuous values by minimiz-
ing iteratively a measure of dissimilarity between the
2D Fourier transform of experimental images and
extracted central slices of the 3D Fourier transform of
the reference volume.

These and similar algorithms are incorporated in several
image-processing packages used for single particle
analysis, such as the commercial package IMAGIC (van
Heel et al. 1996) and the open-source packages SPIDER
(Frank et al. 1996), Xmipp (Sorzano et al. 2004a), EMAN
(Ludtke et al. 1999), FREALIGN (GrigorieV 1998, 2007)
and Bsoft (Heymann and Belnap 2007). The user can apply
diVerent reconstruction strategies within the same package;
one may give better results than the others depending on the
specimen.

Example of reconstruction of a multienzymatic complex:
bacterial Glutamate synthase: We show here an example of
single-particle reconstruction of glutamate synthase (GltS)
at 1/9.5 Å¡1 resolution. GltS is a multienzymatic complex
composed of several copies of two types of subunits (alpha:
162 kDa and beta: 52.3 kDa). Present in bacteria and plants
this complex is responsible for the main ammonia assimila-
tion pathway. This example shows that the reconstruction
strategy must be adapted to each sample. Also, it shows
how a combined use of several complementary techniques
can produce a 3D model at a sub-nanometer resolution.
In this case, we used tilted- and untilted-specimen images
by cryo-electron microscopy, single particle analysis, 3D
reconstruction and CTF correction coupled with amplitude
correction, using experimental small angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) data (Gabashvili et al. 2000; Svergun and Koch
2002).

First, as the stoichiometry of alpha and beta subunits and
the global shape of the complex were unknown, we decided
to use the random conical tilt series method to compute a
Wrst low resolution structure (Radermacher et al. 1987)
(Fig. 4a). A set of twelve (45°/0°) tilted- and untilted-speci-
men images were collected on a Philips CM12 electron
microscope, using an acceleration voltage of 120 kV, and
defocus ranging between 1.5 to 1.7 �m). After digitization,
image analysis and 3D reconstruction were mainly per-
formed using the software package SPIDER and WEB
(Frank et al. 1996). We used 437 pairs of interactively
selected particles, boxed into 100 £ 100 pixel images, cen-
tred and aligned. Moreover, untilted-specimen images were
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sorted in small homogeneous classes of well-deWned elec-
tron microscope views (triangular top views, and rectangu-
lar side views) and their tilted-specimen counterparts were
used to compute a Wrst set of anisotropic 3D reconstruction
volumes. To overcome the missing cone artefact, these vol-
umes were aligned in real space in a common orientation
and a merged reference volume was computed (Fig. 4a,
Vref1). This volume was Wrst reWned with 2D–3D projec-
tion matching method (Penczek et al. 1994), and using
1,344 additional untilted-specimen images. At this stage,
even if no symmetry were imposed during 3D reconstruc-
tion, it became clear that the complex assembly had a D3

point-group symmetry. Hence, a few additional reWnement
cycles were computed with imposed D3 symmetry, until
resolution stabilized at a value of 1/26 Å¡1 estimated with
the Fourier Shell correlation (FSC0.5) criterion (Fig. 4a,
Vref2). The volume obtained at this stage was perfectly iso-
tropic and its overall shape was in a good agreement with a
possible alpha:6 beta:6 stoichiometry for the GltS complex
(Fig. 4b).

To explore the architecture of the complex at higher
(subnanometric) resolutions, additional set of cryoEM
images were recorded on a JEOL JEM 2100F electron
microscope equipped with a Weld emission gun. Images
were recorded with a magniWcation of 50,000£ an acceler-
ation voltage of 200 kV, and with defocuses ranging from
¡1.7 to ¡3.2 �m. Images were recorded under low-dose
conditions and digitized with a pixel size of 1.59Å £
1.59Å. We used enhanced diVractograms computed from

experimental micrographs to semi-automatically detect and
remove data introducing errors in the global 3D map
(drifted micrographs, i.e. micrographs whose diVracto-
grams contain diVraction rings truncated perpendicularly
to the direction of the cryo-holder movement, caused by
a thermal drift) or those unable to increase global SNR
(micrographs whose diVractograms contain no diVraction
rings) (Jonic et al. 2007). We rejected 68 of 152 collected
micrographs, and selected 13,000 particles from the remain-
ing 84 micrographs, using Roseman’s method (Roseman
2004). A high-resolution volume was obtained by projec-
tion matching, using the low resolution volume Vref2 as a
starting reference structure. Hence, iterative projection
matching was combined with CTF correction performed
using Wiener Wltering of volumes from focal series
(Penczek et al. 1997). Defocus was computed for each
image using the program CTFTILT (Mindell and GrigorieV
2003). The angular step (quantization) for projection
matching was reduced gradually as the number of iterations
was increasing. Also, diVerent Wlters were applied on the
reference volume at diVerent stages of reWnement, until
resolution improved and stabilized at FSC0.5 = 1/9.5 Å¡1.

We also had at our disposal experimental SAXS data of
GltS computed by Dmitri Svergun (Svergun and Koch
2002). We corrected Fourier amplitudes of the recon-
structed, non-Wltered cryo-electron microscopy volume to
Wt those of SAXS data using the procedure described in
(Gabashvili et al. 2000). Then, we Wltered the corrected
volume using a low-pass Wlter at 1/9.5 Å¡1 (Fig. 4c). The

Fig. 4 3D cryo-electron micro-
scope single-particle reconstruc-
tion of a typical macromolecular 
complex: bacterial Glutamate 
synthase. a Single particle analy-
sis strategy for the structural 
study. b Isosurface representa-
tion of side (left) and top (right) 
views of a 3D reconstruction at 
1/26 Å¡1 resolution. c Isosur-
face representation of side (left) 
and top (right) views of a 3D 
reconstruction at 1/9.5 Å¡1 reso-
lution. d Docking of atomic 
structures in the 3D reconstruc-
tion volume shown in c. The 
scale bar corresponds to 10 nm
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atomic coordinates of the alpha subunit (PDB code: 1ea0,
Binda et al. 2000) were then Wtted in the volume, as well as
a model of the beta subunit, derived from a homologous
enzyme (PDB code: 1h7w, Dobritzsch et al. 2001) (Fig. 4d).
A manuscript presenting a detailed description of this project
and the docking of atomic structures is in preparation by
Cottevieille et al.

Reconstruction of periodic or highly symmetric objects

If we have multiple copies of an object in a cryo-electron
microscope Weld and if they adopt a regular spatial distribu-
tion, we can exploit this knowledge in order to improve
particle alignment. This is the case of biological 2D crys-
tals, helical particles, and icosahedral virus shells. In all
these cases, the protein or sets of proteins being studied are
regularly ordered: in a plane (2D crystals), in a cylinder
(helical particles), or in an icosahedron (icosahedral
viruses). Alignment and reconstruction techniques used
in each case are diVerent. Currently, the use of regular
arrangement is the only possibility of achieving nearly
atomic resolution using electron microscopy (Gonen et al.
2005).

Single-layer biological 2D crystals: 
Electron Crystallography

Many membrane proteins can naturally produce 2D crystals
(Walz and GrigorieV 1998) or can be artiWcially forced to
crystallize in speciWc conditions (Berry et al. 2006). The
study of biological 2D crystals goes back to the early 1970s
(Matricardi et al. 1972; Taylor and Glaeser 1974; Unwin
and Henderson 1975). Recent studies achieve resolutions
ranging between 1/5.5 and 1/1.9 Å¡1 (Gonen et al. 2005;
Mitsuoka et al. 1999; Ruprecht et al. 2004).

The experiment takes advantage of the electron diVrac-
tion. The crystal quality (periodicity, structural homogene-
ity, etc.) is directly related to the quality of the diVraction
information. The diVraction pattern is recorded in real
space and usually processed in reciprocal space using the
Fourier transform of the recorded image. Because of the
periodicity of the structure, the diVraction image contains a
set of peaks (called spots) distributed on a regular lattice
called the reciprocal lattice (to be distinguished from the
crystal lattice deWning the regular disposition of sample
molecules in real space). As several crystals are generally
observed at a Wxed tilt angle, there is a missing cone arte-
fact responsible for anisotropic resolution of the global 3D
reconstruction volume. To counteract this missing cone
artefact, additional information (e.g. any a priori knowl-
edge) must be taken into account during 3D reconstruction.
One of the most used methods is solvent Xattening (Wang
1985), which assumes that the solvent outside the protein

has a constant intensity value. The image-processing work-
Xow for Electron Crystallography comprises the following
steps:

1. Noise Wltering. This step is usually performed by mask-
ing out all those values in Fourier space far from a
reciprocal lattice spot. This step is usually called opti-
cal Wltering.

2. Correction of crystal defects. Biological crystals are far
from ideal mathematical crystals. Usually they exhibit
local crystal patches (i.e. the crystal is not formed by a
unique and uniform crystal but by several crystal
patches with diVerent orientations) intermixed with
amorphous regions. The aim of this step is to Wnd gen-
uine crystal areas and to re-interpolate the recorded
image so that the whole area can be considered as a
perfect crystal (Gil et al. 2006).

3. Projection alignment. Assuming that the projection
direction of each image is known, this step aims at
determining the relative shifts of diVerent images. This
step is usually known as phase origin determination
since a shift in real space causes a phase shift in Fourier
space.

4. Direct Fourier reconstruction. The most common
reconstruction algorithm in Electron Crystallography is
Fourier inversion of the 3D Fourier transform. The lat-
ter is interpolated from the diVraction spots available in
projections. Given the single-axis tilt geometry, it can
be easily proved that diVerent spots in all images lie
along certain lines. For this reason the interpolation is
carried out along these lines for which a simple 1D
interpolation problem is solved.

The software packages most commonly used for 2D crystal
reconstruction are the MRC Image Processing Package
(Crowther et al. 1996), 2dx (Gipson et al. 2007), IPLT
(Philippsen et al. 2007b), Bsoft (Heymann and Belnap
2007) and Xmipp (Sorzano et al. 2004a). The reader inter-
ested in this topic may also study the reviews (Ellis and
Hebert 2001; Fernandez et al. 2006; Glaeser 1999; Walz
and GrigorieV 1998).

Helical particles

Some proteins tend to form helical assemblies (i.e. Xagella
or Wlaments). Helical crystals can be thought of as 2D crys-
tals that have been rolled on a cylinder, and for this reason,
they share many commonalities with 2D crystal image
processing. The Wrst structure of this kind reconstructed
by electron diVraction was studied in 1968 (DeRosier and
Klug 1968) although the X-ray diVraction of helices was
known earlier (Klug et al. 1958). The algorithmic workXow
was quickly established in 1970 (DeRosier and Moore 1970)
and later revised (Morgan and Rosier 1992). However, this
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Weld is rather stable and new developments are not as active
as in other electron microscope Welds. Helical crystals are
naturally disordered because they tend to Xex in solution
(Egelman 1986), diVerent parts of the helix may have
diVerent pitches (angular disorder) (Wang et al. 2006), and
because of specimen Xattening on the support Wlm (Morgan
and Rosier 1992). These disorders make helical crystals
weak diVractors. For many years, the resolution achieved
with this kind of data was medium-to-low (from 1/25 to
1/9 Å¡1). However, more recent image-processing devel-
opments as well as improvements in sample preparation
techniques produced nearly atomic resolutions (1/4 Å¡1,
Miyazawa et al. 2003).

A helical object can be expressed as a sum of sinusoidal
helical waves (Fourier–Bessel decomposition) (Klug et al.
1958). In the Fourier space, the Fourier transform of an
object is zero everywhere except at given planes (called
layer planes). The central-slice theorem states that any pro-
jection perpendicular to the helical axis is a central slice of
the 3D Fourier transform of the helical object that contains
the helical axis in reciprocal space. Therefore, the 2D Fou-
rier transform of the projection is zero everywhere except at
some lines (the intersection of the central slice with the
layer planes) called layer lines. Moreover, knowing the
value of the Fourier transform at a point of the layer line
allows the computation of all values belonging to the layer
plane and at the same radial distance from the reciprocal
helical axis (i.e. of all values within the circumference to
which the point in the layer line belongs) (Wang and
Nogales 2005).

The workXow used in helical reconstruction is similar to
that used in 2D crystal reconstruction:

1. Noise Wltering. This step is usually performed by mask-
ing out all values in the Fourier space that do not lie
within layer lines. This step is the equivalent to the
optical Wltering in 2D crystals.

2. Correction of non helical features. This step is equiva-
lent to crystal unbending for 2D crystals. It provides
algorithms for correction of departures from a straight
helical symmetry (Egelman 1986) and corrections
of non constant pitch (Bluemke et al. 1988). To our
knowledge, sample Xattening is not explicitly cor-
rected. However, it is carefully monitored (Morgan and
Rosier 1992) in order to keep artefacts within reason.

3. Determination of the particle axis and correction of the
out-of-plane tilt. In this step, the particle helical axis is
determined. The out-of-plane tilt is estimated from the
image and Fourier coeYcients are corrected for this
eVect.

4. Projection alignment. Relative shifts among diVerent
projections must be found (as in the 2D case). In the
reconstruction of helical structures, it is common to use

several projection images of similar structures. The rel-
ative tilt between structures must also be determined.
Once all projections are aligned (shift and tilt), the
corresponding layer lines are averaged to produce a
cleaner estimate of the Fourier coeYcients on those
lines.

5. Direct Fourier reconstruction. As in the 2D crystal
case, the most widespread reconstruction algorithm is
Fourier inversion. This is done by interpolating Fourier
coeYcients in the 3D frequency space.

The most widely used software packages for processing
helical structures are the MRC Image Processing Package
(Crowther et al. 1996), the Brandeis Helical package
(Owen et al. 1996) and PHOELIX (Carragher et al. 1996).
For further reading, see DeRosier and Moore (1970),
Egelman (2007), Henderson (2004), Morgan and Rosier
(1992), Wang and Nogales (2005).

Icosahedral particles

The icosahedral symmetry of some virus capsids may be
considered a special case of periodic objects (Baker et al.
1999; Grunewald and CyrklaV 2006; Lee and Johnson
2003; Thuman-Commike and Chiu 2000). As in the previ-
ous periodic cases (2D crystals and helical particles), this
regular arrangement of proteins can be used in order to
increase the SNR of the reconstructed volume. It should be
noted that only the capsid follows icosahedral symmetry
while the virus inner parts and/or virus tails do not. How-
ever, all this internal and external non-symmetric structures
are lost when using algorithms for symmetric reconstruc-
tion. Resolutions as high as 1/6.5 Å¡1 can be achieved with
this technique (Zhou et al. 2001), although most studies
remain in the range between 1/25 and 1/10 Å¡1 (Lee and
Johnson 2003). Multiple copies of the same virus are
imaged and combined for 3D reconstruction. The most
common image-processing workXow for icosahedral parti-
cles is:

1. Obtention of an initial low resolution model. An initial
centre and orientation determination is done for a small
subset of images (between 5 and 10, Thuman-Com-
mike and Chiu 2000). Relying on icosahedral symme-
try, each projection of the virus capsid provides other
59 equivalent projections (with diVerent projection
directions). This redundancy dramatically increases the
amount of information available multiplying by 60 the
number of original images. This means that any pair of
images shares a maximum of 60 common lines (they
may share less, depending on whether they fall or
not nearby symmetry axes). For this reason, image
alignment by common lines is one of the most used
algorithms (Crowther 1971; Crowther et al. 1970;
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Fuller et al. 1996; Thuman-Commike and Chiu 1997).
Once an initial guess for the alignment parameters is
obtained from a small image set, a low-resolution 3D
reconstruction is computed and used as a reference for
more reWned structures.

2. ReWnement of the reconstructed model. A single parti-
cle analysis alignment approach is followed with hun-
dreds or thousands projections in order to increase the
resolution. The orientation and shift of each projection
is compared to projections of the reference model
within the asymmetric unit. The new alignment param-
eters are used for reconstructing a new model. This
process is iterated until stable convergence is reached.
The 3D reconstruction can be performed by direct Fou-
rier inversion (Crowther et al. 1970) or using any real-
space methods (Scheres et al. 2005a). As in the case of
single particle analysis, virus capsids are also strongly
aVected by intrinsic variability since this is a part of the
virus life cycle (Aramayo et al. 2005). For this reason,
the analysis of variability in viruses is currently an
important issue (Scheres et al. 2005a). Some eVorts are
recently taken in the direction of performing non-
symmetric reconstructions of viruses (even if they are
icosahedral) (Grunewald et al. 2003). In this way, a
non-symmetric structure (interior and exterior tails)
can also be reconstructed. Even Electron Tomography
approaches (Grunewald et al. 2003) are being used to
visualize the virus cycle within infected cells.

The most used software packages for reconstructing icosa-
hedral viruses are the MRC Image Processing Package
(Crowther et al. 1996), IMAGIC (van Heel et al. 1996),
EMPFT (Baker and Cheng 1996) and SPIDER (Frank et al.
1996). For further reading on this topics, see (Baker et al.
1999; Conway and Steven 1999; Navaza 2003; Thuman-
Commike and Chiu 2000).

CTF correction

Techniques for computational CTF correction require accu-
rate estimation of parameters such as defocus, astigmatism,
defocus spread and envelope. Many methods have been
developed and they all require an estimation of the power
spectrum, obtained either by classical methods such as peri-
odogram averaging (Fernandez et al. 1997) or by paramet-
ric methods such as AR or ARMA (Fernandez et al. 1997;
Velazquez-Muriel et al. 2003). In practice, periodogram
averaging is simple and fast, although estimates may be
quite noisy (Broersen 2000). On the other hand, parametric
methods are more complex and slower although the power
spectrum estimate may be more accurate (Broersen 2000;
Velazquez-Muriel et al. 2003).

Once a power spectrum estimate is computed, CTF
parameters are usually estimated by minimizing a mea-
sure of dissimilarity between experimental and theoreti-
cal power spectra. Some works concentrate on the
estimation of defocus parameters, astigmatism, and con-
trast amplitude factor (Mindell and GrigorieV 2003;
Toyoshima and Unwin 1988; Toyoshima et al. 1993).
Other works estimate amplitude decay either using a
Gaussian envelope (speciWed by a parameter called
B-factor) (Huang et al. 2003; Mallick et al. 2005; Saad
et al. 2001; Sander et al. 2003) or by Wtting parameters of
a physical model (Velazquez-Muriel et al. 2003; Zhou
et al. 1996; Zhu et al. 1997). Some of these works mini-
mize the dissimilarity between modeled and experimental
power spectra, previously circularly averaged (Saad et al.
2001; Zhou et al. 1996) or elliptically averaged (Mallick
et al. 2005), while other works propose a full 2D optimi-
zation (Mindell and GrigorieV 2003; Velazquez-Muriel
et al. 2003). The work of Huang et al. lies somewhere in
between a full 2D optimization and a 1D optimization
since astigmatism is estimated in averaged sectors (Huang
et al. 2003).

Once CTF parameters are accurately estimated, the CTF
can be corrected. The simplest method for CTF correction
is phase Xipping. This is carried out by shifting phases at
180° for frequencies where contrast is negative (Frank
2006). Both amplitude and phase can be corrected with the
following methods: Wiener Wltering of images (Frank and
Penczek 1995; GrigorieV 1998), Wiener Wltering of vol-
umes computed from focal series (Penczek et al. 1997),
Iterative data reWnement (Sorzano et al. 2004d), Maximum
entropy (Skoglund et al. 1996), Direct deconvolution in
Fourier space (Stark et al. 1997), Chahine’s method
(Zubelli et al. 2003), etc.

Current developments and prospect

Image analysis

From the image-analysis point of view, there are several
topics that deserve further investigation in order to make
electron microscopy a mature technique with a fully pro-
ductive capacity:

• Fully automated process. Although some works have
already been reported about automation of the 3D recon-
struction process (starting from the sample preparation
and loading into the microscope to the Wnal 3D recon-
struction) (Zhu et al. 2001), the Weld is still far from a
high throughput scenario. Many steps (particularly, auto-
matic particle picking and classiWcation) must still be
more robust and reliable.
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• Software interoperability. As has already been shown,
many software packages can be used for performing each
step of the image processing workXow. Each package
has its own strengths and weaknesses. An ideal workXow
should make use of the strongest points of each package.
However, moving data from one package to another is
rather troublesome, not only because of diVerent Wle for-
mats but also because of diVerent internal spatial conven-
tions. Some eVorts have recently been made to facilitate
data interchange (Heymann et al. 2005). However, the
ideal of a transparent workXow design using programs
from several software packages is still far from reality.

• Reconstruction post-processing. Currently, the 3D
reconstruction is the Wnal product of image processing
analysis. However, in some situations, one may require a
boost of the information conveyed by this volume. For
example, to improve the biological understanding of
these structures, one should further address the following
compulsory steps: volume deconvolution (to get rid not
only of the CTF but also of algorithm and collection
geometry artifacts), volume denoising and volume seg-
mentation.

• Database depositions. The current existence of structural
databases such as the European Macromolecular Struc-
ture Database (Boutselakis et al. 2003) and the require-
ment from some journals to deposit resolved structures
before publication will force software packages to pro-
vide means to facilitate the submission of structures and
of workXow parameters.

Relationship with other structural data sources

The routine combination of electron microscopy data with
other structural resources is another topic that will be
presumably very active in the near future. Fitting of high
resolution structures into low/medium resolution electron
microscope maps is becoming more and more popular
(Tama et al. 2004a, b; Velazquez-Muriel and Carazo 2007;
Volkmann and Hanein 1999). The Wtting may be rigid or it
may take into account the Xexibility of proteins. This
approach is also complemented with the prediction of struc-
tural folding (Baker and Sali 2001; Jones 2001) or folding
super families (Velazquez-Muriel et al. 2005). However,
Wtting high resolution structures into low/medium resolu-
tion volumes is still quite human-dependent and fully auto-
matic and reliable methods are still under development.

The information provided by cryo-electron microscopy
may be complemented by other information sources such as
Atomic Force Microscopy (Dimmeler et al. 2001; Engel
and Muller 2000) or SAXS (Hamada et al. 2007) that help
to constrain the search space in the reconstruction process.
This extra information should result in an improvement of
resolution, as long as the two sources of information corre-

spond to the same conformation of the particle (Vesterg-
aard et al. 2005).

An extension of electron tomography is its combination
with chemical mapping by energy-loss imaging (Leapman
et al. 2004; Mobus et al. 2003) that will have important
applications in material sciences and in biology in a near
future. This allows the spatial localization of chemical com-
ponents. For this purpose, acquisition of tilt series from
energy Wltered electrons is required. The main limitation of
this method is the sensitivity of biological samples to beam
damage. Moreover, calculation of characteristic signal
requires a background subtraction and the registration of tilt
series acquired at diVerent energy loss values (Boudier
et al. 2005).

Finally, the information provided by electron micros-
copy should be integrated in larger structures. As is already
the case of molecular structures Wtted in electron tomo-
grams (Böhm et al. 2000; Frangakis et al. 2002; Nickell
et al. 2006), electron tomograms should be integrated in
even larger volumes obtained by X-ray tomography (Le
Gros et al. 2005; Meyer-Ilse et al. 2001) or even optical
microscopy. This combination of information is giving
raise to new Welds such as correlative microscopy (Leap-
man 2004) and visual proteomics (Nickell et al. 2006).
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